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Let G be a finite group and A a G-complex, that is a finite simplicial 
complex on which G acts simplicially. If k is a field, it is clear that G acts 
on every homology group H&d, k). In the Grothendieck ring R,(G) of G 
over k, the virtual kG-module 
dim(A) 
c t-1)” K@> k) 
y=o 
affords a character A,(d), called the Lefschetz character of A. The 
evaluation of &(A) at g is the alternating sum of the traces of g acting on 
the groups H&d, k), that is the Lefschetz number of the map g: A -+ A. 
Now one of the main features of R,(G) is that elements of R,(G) add with 
respect to short exact sequences. This easily implies that i,(A) is also the 
character of the virtual kc-module 
dim(A) 
L&f) = c ( -1)” C&A, k), 
where C&A, k) is the kG-module of q-chains of A with coefficients in k. All 
that is well known and widely used (see [Cu]). Since we are interested in 
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permutation representations, we have to work at the chain level and 
therefore it is the above virtual module L,(d) which we call the Lefschetz 
module of A. 
Now let 0 be a complete discrete valuation ring with residue field k 
(with X3 = k allowed) and let A,(G) be the Green ring of DG-lattices, that 
is, the abelian group on n-free DG-modules with relations given by split 
short exact sequences. When the characteristic of k divides the order of G, 
the natural map ‘it: A,(G) --f R,(G) has a huge kernel, and so the Lefschetz 
module 
dim(A) 
L&f)= c C-1)” C&A 00 
q=o 
viewed as an element of A,(G), carries much more information than the 
Lefschetz character. This seems to appear for the first time in the work of 
Webb [Wl, W2], who uses the Lefschetz module to derive interesting 
cohomology formulae. 
Consider now the Burnside ring Q(G), that is the Grothendieck ring of 
finite G-sets. To every G-set X one can associate an DG-permutation 
module (with basis X) and this defines a map Y: O(G) --+ A,(G). When the 
action of G preserves the orientation of every simplex, the module C,(d, no) 
is a permutation module, and so it can be viewed as the image under Y of 
the G-set A, of q-simplices of A. Therefore the Lefschetz module L,(A) is 
the image of a well-defined element of Q(G), 
dim(A) 
&(A)= c (-1)” A,. 
C/=0 
If the stabilizer of every simplex 0 of A fixes cr pointwise, A is called an 
admissible G-complex. If d is an admissible G-complex, then A,(A) is 
shown to be a G-homotopy invariant of A and is called the Lefschetz 
invariant of A. This invariant appears in the work of Tom Dieck [TD] and 
Oliver [ 01. 
This article is concerned with general properties of the Lefschetz 
invariant as well as various applications. In Section 1, we deal with the first 
properties of A,(A), with an emphasis on the fact that A,(A) depends only 
on the set of all Euler characteristics x(A’) of fixed point subcomplexes. 
This basic property is used in Section 2 and allows us to give an easy proof 
of a generalization of a theorem of Webb [Wl, W2] which states that the 
reduced Lefschetz module &(A) is projective provided sufficiently many 
reduced Euler characteristics of fixed point complexes vanish. Our 
generalization is concerned with relative projectivity and as a corollary, we 
obtain a result on Euler characteristics of posets of p-subgroups which 
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contains both Brown and Sylow theorems as special cases. A relative 
cohomology formula is also derived. In Section 3 we consider again general 
properties of the Lefschetz invariant, but in the case of G-pose& We show 
how it generalizes the ordinary Miibius function, and we extend to our 
situation well-known results on the Mobius function. The starting point is 
an extension of a theorem of Walker [Wa]. Our appraoch generalizes 
Bout’s notion of Mobius modules [Bol, Bo2]. We also extend to the 
Burnside ring a theorem of Stanley on the Lefschetz characters of rank- 
selected posets. Section 4 is an explicit calculation in the case of the poset 
S(G) of ail non-trivial proper subgroups of G. It does not give a complete 
result on A&S(G)) but the reduced Lefschetz module z&S(G)) is deter- 
mined. It is shown to be a linear combination of transitive permutation 
modules corresponding to subgroups which are suitable complements of 
the commutator subgroup G’ of G. The lattice of all subsets of a G-set is 
considered in Section 5, with an application to Euler characteristics of cer- 
tain subposets of S(G). Finally Section 6 deals with the Lefschetz invariant 
of the G-poset T(V) of all non-zero proper subspaces of a finite KG-module 
I? We also explain the connection with the Steinberg module of GL( V). 
The reasons for introducing the Lefschetz invariant in the Burnside ring 
are numerous. First AG(d) carries more information than I;,(d) and ,&(A) 
because the kernels of the maps r: Q(G) -+ A,(G) and m: A&G) + &(G) 
are usually very large (see 1.6 and 1.7). The second reason is that working 
with the Burnside ring clarifies the fact that the Lefschetz module L,(d) 
depends only on Euler characteristics of fixed points (see Sects. 1 and 2 for 
applications). Next the existence of idempotent formulae in the Burnside 
ring encourages to compute in that ring where the situation is quite trans- 
parent. This works particularly well with the Lefschetz invariant of S(G) 
(see Section 4). Finally the Lefschetz invariant can bring information about 
the Burnside ring itself, hence about the lattice of subgroups of G (see 
sect. 5). 
I wish to thank P. Webb for showing me the second proof of his 
theorem, which motivated part of the present work. 
1. THE LEFSCHETZ INVARIANT OF A G-COMPLEX 
Let G be a finite group. A G-complex is a finite simplicial complex A 
together with a simplicial action of G on d. Following Brown [Br3], we 
shall call A an admissible G-complex if the stabilizer of every simplex CT of d 
fixes cr pointwise. If A is an admissible G-complex and if (T is a simplex fixed 
by g E G, then all faces of cr are fixed by g and therefore ACg) is a subcom- 
plex of A, where As denotes the fixed point set of d under the subgroup 5’. 
Now since AH= ns As, where S runs over all cyclic subgroups of H, it is 
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clear that the G-complex A is admissible if and only if AH is a subcomplex 
for every subgroup H of G. If A is a G-complex, then the barycentric sub- 
division Sd(A) is easily seen to be an admissible G-complex, so there is not 
really any loss if one considers only admissible G-complexes. Also if P is a 
finite G-poset, that is a finite poset together with an order-preserving action 
of G on P, then the order complex of P (the complex of all chains in P) is 
clearly admissible. By passing to further barycentric subdivisions, one can 
always assume A to be a regular G-complex (see [Cu]), but this will not be 
needed in this article. 
Now let Q(G) be the Burnside ring of G, that is the Grothendieck ring 
of finite G-sets, with disjoint union as addition and Cartesian product as 
multiplication. This is a free abelian group with basis the transitive G-sets 
G/H (with every subgroup H taken up to conjugacy). If S is a subgroup 
of G, denote by OS: Q(G) -+ Z the mark homomorphism, defined by 
#s(X) = Card(F’) if X is a G-set. This depends only on the conjugacy class 
of S. Let s(G) denote the lattice of all subgroups of G (we use the notation 
S(G) for the proper part of S(G), see Sect. 4). Let S(G)/G be the set of 
G-orbits of S(G) under conjugation, that is the set of conjugacy classes of 
subgroups of G. The first main property of the Burnside ring [Bu, TD] lies 
in the fact that the set of all marks of an element of O(G) characterizes this 
element. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. The following ring homomorphism is injective: 
SeS(G)/G SES(G)/G 
When tensored with Q, the above map becomes an isomorphism and 
therefore we have primitive idempotents eH E Q @Q(G) characterized by 
ds(eH) = {b if S is conjugate to H otherwise. 
Proposition 1.1 can be restated in the following way: 
IfxEQ@Q(G), then x=&,s(G),,&(x)es. 
If A is an admissible G-complex, let A, be the G-set of all q-simplices of 
A. This paper is concerned with properties of the following element of 
Q(G): 
dim(d) 
A,(A)= c (-l)yAy. 
l/=0 
This is an invariant which was used by tom Dieck [TD] and Oliver 
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[0, Sect. 21 for other purposes. We call AG(A) the Lefschetz invariant of A. 
Similarly the reduced Lefschetz invariant of A is defined by 
dim(A) 
&(A)= c (-l)qAy=Ao(A)-l, 
y= -1 
where A_, = 1 is the trivial G-set. It is often convenient to view the unique 
element of A _ 1 as being the empty simplex (of dimension - 1). 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let A be an admissible G-complex. Then 
ds(A.(A)) = x(A’)> 
where x(AS) denotes the Euler characteristic of As. Similarly, 
where i(A’) =x(A’)- 1 is the reduced Euler characteristic of As. In par- 
ticular &(A I= CsE S(G)/G XC As) es and so A,(A) depends only on the set of 
all Euler characteristics x(A’), where SE S(G)/G. 
Proof. ~,(A,(A)) =xi?‘;‘) ( -l)y Card((A,)s) = x(A’) because since A 
is admissible, (A,)‘= (A )y is the set of q-simplices of the subcomplex 
As. 1 
Proposition 1.2 allows us to identify A,(A) with the collection of all 
Euler characteristics x(A’). So in some sense A,(A) is a collection of 
integral invariants put together to form one invariant in the Burnside ring. 
If X is a topological space together with a continuous action of G on X, 
then X is called a G-space. Recall that two continuous G-mapsf, g: X-+ X’ 
between two G-spaces are G-homotopy equivalent (written f N G g) if there 
exists a continuous map F [0, 11 x X-+ X’ such that F,: X-+ X’ is a G-map 
for every t E [0, 1 ] (where F,(x) = F(t, x)) and F0 = f, F, = g. Two G-spaces 
X and X’ are G-homotopy equivalent if there exist continuous G-maps 
f:X+X’andg:X’-+Xsuchthatfg-~l,,andgf-~l,.Inparticulara 
G-space is G-contractible if it is G-homotopy equivalent to a point. These 
concepts apply in an obvious way to G-complexes since the geometric 
realization /Al of a G-complex A is a G-space. 
The following corollary shows that the Lefschetz invariant is indeed an 
invariant: 
COROLLARY 1.3. If two admissible G-complexes A and A’ are 
G-homotopy equivalent, then A,(A) = A,(A’). 
Proof. The assumption implies that As and (A’)’ are homotopy 
equivalent for every subgroup S of G, hence x(A’) = x((A’)‘). 1 
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For example, if Sd(d) is the barycentric subdivision of an admissible G- 
complex d, then /i,(Sd(d)) =,4,(d). Also A,(d) = 0 if d is G-contractible. 
In many circumstances one needs contractible complexes to have zero 
invariants (see Sects. 2 and 3), so it is often more natural to work with the 
reduced Lefschetz invariant ;?&A) rather than n.(d). 
Remarks. (1) Obviously one could relax quite a lot the assumption of 
Corollary 1.3 since one only needs equality of Euler characteristics. For 
example, G-homology equivalence (in a suitable sense) would be enough. 
(2) If the G-complex d is not supposed to be admissible, then /l,(d) 
need not be an invariant. For instance, if d consists in a l-simplex and the 
cyclic group of order 2 acts by exchanging the two vertices of A, then 
A,(A) = G/l - 2 while ;i,(Sd(d)) = 0. 
Our next proposition lists a few properties of the Lefschetz invariant. We 
shall not need them in this article but we state the results for completeness. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let A and A’ be two admissible G-complexes. 
(1) &(A u A’) = /i,(A) + &(A’), w h ere v denotes the disjoint union. 
(2) A,(AxA’)=A,(A).A,(A’). 
(3) I?JA v A’)=J,(A) +J,(A’), where v denotes the wedge on a 
common point fixed under G. 
(4) lo(A * A’)= -;?JA) .A,(A’), where * denotes the join of sim- 
plicial complexes. 
(5) ji,(c A) = -A,(A), where C denotes the suspension 
The proof is easy using either the definition of A,(A) or Euler charac- 
teristics of fixed points. It is left to the reader. 
Now let n be a complete discrete valuation ring with maximal ideal %R 
and let k = X)/a. Let p be the characteristic of k. We allow the cases p = 0 
and also 9JI = 0, that is X) = k. Denote by A,(G) the Green ring of G over 
D and by R,(G) the Grothendieck ring of G over k. So A,(G) (respectively 
R,(G)) is free abelian on the set of isomorphism classes of indecomposable 
DG-lattices (respectively simple kG-modules). Let 7-c: AD(G) -+ Rk(G) be the 
natural surjection defined by reducing modulo %R and taking the image in 
R,(G). (This is an isomorphism if and only if p does not divide [Cl.) Con- 
sider the natural homomorphism r: Q(G) + A,(G) mapping a G-set X to 
the permutation representation on the basis X, so that r(G/H) = IndEn). 
The image under r of the G-set A, of q-simplices of an admissible G-com- 
plex A is clearly the module of simplicial q-chains of A with coefficients in 
Z). Therefore r(A,(A)) is the Euler characteristic of the chain complex of A 
(with coefficients in n), viewed as a virtual r)G-module. We let L,(d) = 
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r(AG(d)) and call it the Lefichetz module of A (over 0). Clearly the same 
construction could be done over the ring of integers, but in our 
applications we shall be only interested in D. The same notation will be 
kept throughout the article. Also &(d)=&(d)-0 is the reduced 
Lefschetz module of d. 
Consider now the image n(&(d)) of the Lefschetz module in R,(G). 
This will be denoted by ,&(A) and viewed as a modular character of G. 
Clearly ,X,(d) is the character of the Lefschetz module of d over k, that is 
the Lefschetz character of A. Similarly &(A) = &(A) - 1 is the reduced 
Lefschetz character of d. Since elements of R,(G) add with respect to short 
exact sequences, it is easy to see (and well known, see, e.g., [Cu]) that the 
Lefschetz character can be computed with homology. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Denote by [M] the class in R,(G) of the kG-module 
M 
dim(A) 
&(A) = c C-1)’ Cff,M k)l 
4-0 
dim(A) 
&AA) = c C-1)’ C~,(A, k)l. 
C/=0 
The following classes of subgroups are fundamental in representation 
theory: 
6 = (H < G ) H is cyclic of order prime to p} 
$j={H<GIHiscyclicmodp), 
where H cyclic mod p means that H is an extension of a normal p-group by 
a cyclic p’-group (in short, H/O,(H) is cyclic). Of course p still denotes the 
characteristic of D/W = k. If p = 0, then jj = 6;. 
LEMMA 1.6. Consider Y: Q @Q(G) -+ Q 0 n,(G) and x Q 0 A,(G) -+ 
Q 0 Rk( G). 
(a) (Solomon [So]) nr(e,) = 0 if and only f S$ (5. 
(b) (Conlon [Co]) r(e,)=O ifand only ifS#$ 
PROPOSITION 1.7. Let A be an admissible G-complex. 
(a) &AA) = Csca,G x( As) zr(eS), so I,(A) depends onZy on the set of 
al/ x(AS) for SE 6. 
(b) -b(A) = CSE8,G xGfs) y(eA so L,(A) depends only on the set of 
all x(A’) for SE Js. 
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ProoJ: Since AG( A) = Csc SCGj,G x(As) e, by Proposition 1.2, the result 
follows from Lemma 1.6. 1 
Remark 1.8. When k = @, assertion (a) in Proposition 1.7 is not new: 
l,(A) is an ordinary character and the evaluation of &(A) at g is by 
Proposition 1.5 the trace of g acting on the virtual module 
dim(A) 
c C-1)’ H&t k), 
C/=0 
that is, the Lefschetz number L(g, A) of the map g: A --f A. On the other 
hand, since the trace of g acting on a permutation module is the number of 
elements of the basis which are fixed by g, the computation of &(A)( g) at 
the chain level gives 
AAA)k) = 4<,>&(A)) = x(Acg)) by Proposition 1.2. 
Therefore L(g, A) = x(ACg>), which is of course well known (see [Cu] and 
for the most general statement, see [Br4]). 
We are going now to give explicit formulae for /i&d) in terms of its 
marks x(As). This will be exploited in Section 4. In order to include all 
cases already encountered, let X be a class of subgroups of G closed under 
subconjugacy, that is, under both conjugacy and taking subgroups. Denote 
by X/G the set of orbits of X under conjugation. Let Q(G, X) be the 
Z-linear span in Q(G) of all G/H, where HE X. It is easy to see 
that Q(G, X)= nsex Ker(bs). The ideal Q @ Q(G, 3) is generated by an 
idempotent e, defined by 
If x E Q @Q(G), we shall call e,. x the S-part of X. This has the same 
marks as x on subgroups belonging to X and zero elsewhere. The following 
proposition allows us to recover the X-part of a G-set when its marks are 
known. 
PROPOSITION 1.9. Let p denote the M6biz.u function of the lattice S(G) of 
all subgroups of G. Then 
e,.x = c [NG(S): SI-’ c qST(x) i(S, T) G/S. 
SEX/G ( TEX > 
Note that the second sum is taken only over subgroups T containing S 
because ,u(S, T) = 0 if S 6 T. 
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COROLLARY 1.10 (Gluck [G], Yoshida [Y]). 
eH= c W,(ff)l-’ ISI cl(S, W G/S. 
SSH 
Proof: In Proposition 1.9, take X = S(G), so that es = 1, and x= eH. 
Write K - H to mean that K is conjugate to H. Then 
eH = c lNc(S): SI --I c P.(& K) G/S 
SE S(G)/G 
= c c !G:S,&;S:K)G,S 
StS(G) K-H 
= s;H IN,(fO: Sl -’ AX W G/S- I 
Remark. In fact Proposition 1.9 can also be deduced from Cluck’s for- 
mula. IIowever, the direct proof below is quicker to write! 
Proof of Proposition 1.9. Since e,. XE Q @!2(G, X), we can write 
es-x= c ING(T): TIP’ t,bT(x) G/T for certain $&x) E Q. 
TEE/G 
It follows from the definition of 4s that d,(G/T)= IN,(T): T[ n(S, T), 
where n(S, T) is the number of conjugate of T containing S (see [TD] for 
details). Then 
d.&) = 1 IN,(T): Tl-’ $r(x) 4,(W) 
= Tz,G dJT(X) n(S, T) 
= ,fi +T(X)* 
TZS 
By Mobius inversion in the poset X we get 
Ii/s(x) = c IT /A% T)> l-e.% 
T2.S 
hence the result. 1 
Coming back to the Lefschetz invariant of an admissible G-complex A, 
let 
A$(A)=e,*A,(A). 
Proposition 1.9, specialized to this case, gives 
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COROLLARY 1.11. 
4$f) = 1 ING(S): SI -’ c x(AT) P(S, T) G/S. 
SEX/G ( TGX 
If X=$j, then by Lemma 1.6 ,42(d) and n,(d) have the same image in 
the Green ring Q 0 A,(G). Therefore Corollary 1.11 provides a formula for 
the Lefschetz module L,(d) in terms of Ind,GD where S runs in J3. Note 
that, although L,(d) is a virtual module, the coefficients in this formula 
need not be integers. A similar formula is derived in case X = 6 for the 
image R,(d) of ,4,(d) in the Grothendieck ring Q 0 R,(G). 
2. RELATIVE PROJECTIVITY AND RELATIVE COHOMOLOGY 
Let D be a complete discrete valuation ring with residue field k of 
characteristic p. We assume p # 0. Let A,(G) be the Green ring of DG-lat- 
tices. Let d be an admissible G-complex, AC(d) the reduced Lefschetz 
invariant of A and E,(A) its image in A,(G). ln [Wl] and [W2], Webb 
proves that the reduced Lefschetz module t,(d) is a projective virtual DG- 
module, provided &As) = 0 if S is cyclic mod p and p divides IS/. We give 
here a generalization of this result. The emphasis we put on the fact that 
the Lefschetz module depends only on Euler characteristics of fixed points 
makes the proof very easy. This was in fact first observed by K. S. Brown 
[private communication]. 
If X is a class of subgroups of G, recall that an DG-module is X-projec- 
tive if M = M, @ . . . @M, and each Mi is Hrprojective for some Hi E X. 
Recall also that O,(S) denotes the largest normal p-subgroup of S. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let X be a class of subgroups of G which is closed under 
subconjugacy. Let A be an admissible G-complex such that j(As) = 0 for 
every subgroup S which is cyclic mod p and satstyies O,(S) $ X. Then L”, (A) 
is an X-projective virtual DG-module. 
The case X = (1) in Theorem 2.1 corresponds to Webb’s theorem. 
COROLLARY 2.2. (Webb [Wl, Theorem A’; W2]). Ifj(A’) = 0 for every 
subgroup S which is cyclic mod p and such that p divides (S(, then &(A) is a 
projective virtual DG-module. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let $3 be the class of subgroups of G which are 
cyclic mod p. By Proposition 1.7, z,(d) = Css8,c ?(A’) r(e,). The 
assumption implies that z,(d) is only a linear combination of the elements 
r(es) where SE 9 and O,(S) E X. So it suffices to prove that such an 
element r(es) is X-projective. Since by Corollary 1.10 (Gluck’s formula) 
r(es) is a linear combination of IndFD for T running over subgroups of S, 
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certainly r(es) is S-projective, hence O,(S)-projective because IS: O,(S)1 is 
prime to p, hence invertible in D. But O,(S) E X, so r(es) is X-projective 
and we are done. 1 
COROLLARY 2.3. Keep the assumptions of Theorem 2.1. Let p” = /G/, and 
let pk be the highest power of p dividing the order of some subgroup belong- 
ing to X. Then i(A) is a multiple of pnek. 
Proof. Consider only dimensions in Theorem 2.1. If p” divides the index 
of a subgroup H, it is a well-known result of Green that p” divides the 
dimension of any H-projective 0G-module (see [C-R, Theorem 19.261). 
Since by assumption p” - k divides the index of every subgroup belonging to 
X, the result follows, using also dim z,(d) = j(d). 1 
As a main example, let S,*(G) be the poset of all p-subgroups of G not 
belonging to X. When X = (11, then S;(G) = S,(G) is the poset considered 
by Quillen [Q]. Denote also by S,X(G) the simplicial complex associated 
with S;(G) (a q-simplex is a chain x0 <x1 < ..~ <xq in SF(G)). Then 
S,“(G) satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 2.1: clearly, S,X(G) is an 
admissible G-complex (by conjugation) and the condition on Euler charac- 
teristics follows from 
LEMMA 2.4. Let S be a subgroup of G such that O,(S)$X Then S,*(G)” 
is contractible. In particular i(S,*(G)“) = 0. 
ProoJ Let P = O,(S). Then P E S,*(G) by assumption. Moreover 
P E S,*(G)’ because P is normal in S. For every Q E SF(G)‘, the subgroup P 
normalizes Q and so PQ is a p-subgroup. Since X is closed under taking 
subgroups, any p-subgroup containing an element of SF(G) also belongs to 
S;(G), and therefore PQ E S,*(G)“. Since Q < PQ 3 P for every Q E S,*(G)S, 
the poset S,X(G)” is contractible on P (see [Q, 1.51). 1 
In particular take now Xk to be the set of all p-subgroups of order at 
most pk and define g)k = (SE S,(G) 1 S 4 x,1, that is, gk is the poset of all 
p-subgroups of order at least pk+‘. By Lemma 2.4, Theorem 2.1 and 
Corollary 2.3 apply to S*pk(G) = ‘?Jk. Therefore we have proved 
THEOREM 2.5. X(‘?jk) is a multiple of P”-~. 
In case k = 0, then ‘?JO = S,(G) and this is Brown’s theorem [Br2] (see 
also Quillen [Q], Gluck [G], Yoshida [Y], Webb [Wl], and 
Surowski [Su]!). In case k=n- 1, then “&lee1 is the set of Sylow sub- 
groups of G and x(g), _ 1) is their number. So one gets Sylow’s theorem 
which asserts that the number of Sylow subgroups is congruent to I 
modulo p. Therefore Theorem 2.5 gives an explanation why Brown and 
582a:46ii-9 
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Sylow theorems are analogous: they are both special cases of a more 
general phenomenon. 
In [Wl ] and [W2], Webb derives a cohomology formula out of the fact 
that some Lefschetz module is projective. We shall now see that the same 
method generalizes without change to relative cohomology. Let R be a 
commutative ring and let X be a family of subgroups of G closed under 
subconjugacy. First recall that an X-split X-projective resolution of an RG- 
module M is a resolution of A4 in which every module is X-projective and 
which “splits” on restriction to every subgroup belonging to 3E (where splits 
means that the resolution is a splice of split short exact sequences). Next 
recall that Ext;, JM, N) is defined by taking an X-split X-projective 
resolution of M, applying Horn&-, N) and computing homology. As 
usual this does not depend on the choice of the resolution. Clearly 
Ext” RG, &V, N) = 0 if M is X-projective. Finally recall that the relative 
cohomology groups are defined to be 
H”(G, X; M) = Ext’&, *(Z, M). 
For more details, see CM, Chap. IX, Sect. 61. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let H be a subgroup of G and define XH = (SE X 
1 SG H). Then Frobenius reciprocity holds, that is, 
Ext”,, JM, ResgN) g Ext”,,, ,(lndzM, N). 
LEMMA 2.7. If E: 0 -+ A -+ B -+ C -+ 0 is an X,-split short exact sequence 
(ses) of RH-modules, then IndgE is an X-split ses of RG-modules, where 
IndzE: 0 --) IndgA -+ IndEB -+ 1ndgC-t 0. 
Proof. Let SEX. By Mackey’s theorem, the ses Res$ IndG,E decom- 
poses as a direct sum of ses 
Resg IndEE= @ Indi,,, Res:!& gE. 
g E S\GIH 
Since g-lSn HE%~, the restriction of E to g-‘Sn H splits and therefore so 
does Resp,H, pH gE. It follows that Res,G IndgE is a direct sum of split ses. 
Therefore Ind$E is X-split. b 
Proof of Proposition 2.6. Let . . . -+ P, + *a. --) P, + M--f 0 be an ~EH 
split XKprojective resolution of M over RH. Repeated applications of 
Lemma 2.7 show that 
. .. -+IndgP, --) ... + IndgP,, --f IndgM --f 0 
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is X-split. Clearly each IndsP, is XKprojective, hence X-projective. Now 
the natural isomorphism of complexes 
Horn&P,, ResG,N) z Hom,,(Ind~P,, N) 
gives rise to a natural isomorphism in homology, that is, the isomorphism 
we were looking for. 1 
Now we are ready for the generalization to relative cohomology of 
Webb’s formula: 
THEOREM 2.8. Let X be a class of subgroups of G which is closed under 
subconjugacy. Let A be an admissible G-complex such that f(A’)=O for 
every subgroup S which is cyclic mod p and satisfies O,(S) + X. Zf o is a sim- 
plex of A, denote by G, its stabilizer in G and define X, = (SE X j S < G, >. 
Then for every ZG-module and every integer n 3 1, one has 
H”(G, X; AQ, = 1 ( -l)dim(U) H”(G,, X,; M),, 
fled/G 
where this equation holds in the Grothendieck group T of p-torsion abelian 
groups with respect to direct sum decompositions. 
Proof: Let Z, be the ring of p-adic integers, AzB(G) the Green ring of 
?&G-lattices and z,(A) the reduced Lefschetz module of d over Z,. For 
any x, y E ANp(G), Ext”,,,, %(x, y) is defined as an element of T. By 
Theorem 2.1, z,(A) is an X-projective virtual Z,G-module and therefore 
Ext;p, &%A ), z, 0 M) = 0 for any ZG-module M. (*) 
But &(A) = -Z, + CO.& -l)dim(ui) Indgc Z, and moreover by 
Proposition 2.6., 
Note that the second isomorphism holds because Z, is flat over Z. The 
result follows now from (*) and from the above expression for z,(A). 1 
3. THE LEFSCHETZ INVARIANT OF A G-POSET 
A finite poset P together with an order-preserving action of G on P will 
be called a G-poset. For simplicity we shall also denote by P the order 
complex of the poset P, that is the simplicial complex whose q-simplices are 
thechainsx,<x,< .+. < xq in P. If P is a G-poset, then G acts simplicially 
on P and clearly the stabilizer of any simplex o fixes cr pointwise. So P is an 
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admissible G-complex and the reduced Lefschetz invariant A,(P) is 
defined. It is well known [R, Wa] that the Mobius number p(P) of P is 
equal to the reduced Euler characteristic z(P). Since the information 
carried by A,(P) is equivalent to the family of reduced Euler characteristics 
f(P”), we see that A,(P) depends only on the set {@(P”)(SE$(G)/G). So 
ii,(P) generalizes the Mobius number in the sense that it takes into 
account all the Mobius numbers of fixed points posets at once. We first 
extend in an obvious manner to G-posets well-known results for posets. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let P be a G-poset and f: P -+ P an order preserving 
G-map. Iff(x) 6 xfor all x E P, then ii,(P) = J?,(Im f). 
ProoJ: For every subgroup S of G, the map f: Ps -+ (Im f)” is a 
homotopy inverse of the inclusion (Imf)S+ Ps (see [Q]). In fact f is a 
G-homotopy equivalence. In particular z((Im f)“) = i(P’). m 
For instance, if P has a unique maximal element x (necessarily fixed by 
G!), then P is G-contractible on x. 
hoPosITIoN 3.2. Let E be a G-lattice with unique maximal element i‘ 
and unique minimal element 0 and let L = I- (&I>. If there exists in L a 
point x fixed by G such that x has no complement in L, then A,(P) = 0. 
Proof. For every subgroup S, the point x has no complement in the 
lattice ES. Therefore (see [Bj, B-W, K-T, Wa] or Proposition 4.1) Ps is 
contractible and in particular f(P”) = 0. 1 
For example, if x # d is a fixed point in a G-lattice E and if for all y E L, 
x v y # 1, then L is G-contractible and so J,(L) = 0. This follows either 
from the contraction y < x v y 2 x (Proposition 3.1) or from the non- 
existence of a complement of x (Proposition 3.2). 
Now we wish to generalize a theorem of Walker [Wa, Theorem 3.11 
which we shall then use in various ways. In contrast with what was done 
up to now, the emphasis will be on the very definition of the Lefschetz 
invariant rather than Euler characteristics of fixed points. Following 
Baclawski and Walker, we shall call a relation R between two posets P and 
Q an ideal relation if R is an ideal in the poset P x Q, that is given 
(x, y) E R and (x’, y’) < (x, y), then (x’, y’) E R. As usual, if x E P, define 
R(x)={y~Ql(x,y)~R} andforyEQ, R-l(y)=(x~PPJ(x, y)~R}.Now 
given an ideal relation R between P and Q, let P + R Q be the poset whose 
underlying set is the disjoint union of P and Q, and whose ordering is 
defined by the ordering of P, the opposite ordering of Q and the extra 
condition: 
ifxEP,yEQand(x,y)ER,thenx<y. 
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If P and Q are G-pose& and if R is a G-invariant ideal relation, then 
P + R Q is again a G-poset. 
Recall that if H is a subgroup of G and X is a H-set, then IndgX is the 
G-set Gx,X= (Gx X)/-, where - is the equivalence relation defined by 
kk x) - (& hx) for hEH. 
If X= H/S, then IndgX= G/S. Also if a G-set Y is a disjoint union of sub- 
sets permuted transitively by G, and if H is the stabilizer of one of these 
subsets, say X, then X is an H-set and Y= IndgX. If one considers per- 
mutation representations associated with G-sets, the above construction 
corresponds of course with the ordinary induction procedure for represen- 
tations. 
Now we can state the theorem. This is Walker’s theorem when G is the 
trivial group. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let R be a G-invariant ideal relation between two 
G-posets P and Q. If x E P, denote by G, the stabilizer of x in G and by 
P <x the subposet {z~P\z<x). Then 
and 
&tf’ fR Q) = &tp) + c Ind@,,(Q <J. &yU-l(~)))- Y E Q/G 
ProoJ: If X is a G-poset, denote by X, the G-set of all q-simplices of X. 
Since we work with the reduced Lefschetz invariant, we consider the empty 
simplex as a simplex of dimension -1 , so XP I is a point. Denote by Q” 
the G-poset Q with the opposite ordering, Clearly (Q’), = Q, and so 
1?,(Q”) = &(Q). An n-simplex in PS, Q is either contained in Q” or of 
the form 
x0< .*. <x,<x<y,< *.. <y, with xi, XEP; yj~Q;p3 -l;q> -1. 
Now (x0< ... <x,) E (P,,), while (y, < ... <y,) E (R(x)), because 
(x, yi) E R by construction of the ordering of P + A Q. Therefore 
(f'+~Q)n=Qn+ c 1 tp Ap x (R(x)), as sets, 
XGPp+q=n-2 
where the sign C means disjoint union. 
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Taking into account the G-action, consider the sum of all terms in one 
G-orbit GxO. It is clear that 
xE;,o (p <Jp x W(-+, = WL,,((P & x (Wo)LJ 
Therefore (P+, Q>, = Q, + CxsPIG Ind&Ep+y=n--2 (LJ, x (R(x)),) as 
G-sets. Now take the alternating sum over n 2 -1. One obtains 
~G(f'+RQ)=~G(Q)+ 1 Ind$ 1 (-1)p’4(P<,)px(R(x)), . 
xtP/G ( P. Y ! 
The result follows because 
The proof of the second equality is analogous. 1 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let f: P + Q be an order-preserving G-map between 
two G-pose&. Then 
A,(Q) = J,(P) + c ~nd~y&~f-‘@ <,)) .JG,.(Q>.~))~ 
YEQIG 
Proof: Let R be the ideal relation in P x Q” generated by f, that is 
R={(x,y)EPxQ’lf(x)dyinQ>.S ince f is a G-map, R is G-invariant. 
Now R(x) = Q af(x) has a minimal element. So it is G,-contractible and 
z&R(x)) = 0. Therefore the first formula in Theorem 3.3 gives 
AG(P+, Q) =2,(Q). The result follows from the second formula because 
R-‘(Y) =f-‘(Q <.A and Q”,, = Q >y. I 
If one takes the image of the above equation in the Grothendieck group 
R,(G) of G over some field k, we obtain a relation between Lefschetz 
characters which was first proved by Bout [BOG]. He also introduces the 
analogue of the Mobius function (which he calls Mobius module) as being 
an element of R,(G). This idea generalizes easily to the following construc- 
tion in the Burnside ring. 
Let P be a G-poset with a unique minimal element 0 and a unique 
maximal element f. If x < y in P, define Ix, u[ = {z E P / x <z < y}. Let 
G,,? = G, n G, be the stabilizer in G of both x and y. Then Ix, y[ is a 
G,,,-poset and we define 
The cardinality of this virtual G,,. -set is i(]x, JJ[) = ~(x, JJ), where .D is the 
Mobius function of P. The image of 2(x, v) in the Grothendieck ring 
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R,(G) is Bout’s “Mobius module.” If y covers x, that is, if lx, y[ = a, then 
n(x, y) = -1. In case x = y, we extend the definition by putting I?(x, x) = 
1 E 52(G,). 
Bout observed that the defining relation of the Mobius function ~(x, y) 
generalizes to Mobius modules. This works in the Burnside ring as well. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. C,, P,G Indgx 2(x, 1) = 0. 
Proof. Consider the unique map from the empty poset @ to 
p = P- {s, I} and apply Corollary 3.4. Since all inverse images f -‘(pi,,) 
are empty and since A,(@) = -1, we get 
A,(P) = -1 + c IndgJ -&(P,,)). 
y E PIG 
The result follows since ;?&P) =2(f), I‘), 1 = z(?, 1) and /i,Y(P,,)= 
&Y, 0. I 
Remarks. (1) By inverting the order of the poset P, one also gets 
c Indg: $b, x) = 0. 
XEPJG 
A similar remark applies to Corollary 3.4. 
(2) Walker shows [Wa] that his theorem implies Rota’s Galois con- 
nection theorem. The same proof applies also to G-posets and one gets the 
following generalization of Rota’s result: Let f: P -+ Q and g: Q -+ P be two 
order reversing G-maps between two G-posets P and Q, such that 
gf(x)>x for XEP andfg(y)>y for ~EQ. Fix x0 and yeQ and let 
H= G,,,. Then 
sEf-'(Y)/H tsg-'(x)/H 
Another application of Corollary 3.4 is the following result, which links 
the Lefschetz invariants of a G-complex d, its fixed points and suitable 
posets of subgroups of G. Let X be a class of subgroups closed under sub- 
conjugacy and let 52(G, X) be the ideal of the Burnside ring generated by 
all G/S for SEX. We assume that G #SE, so in particular O(G, X) is a 
proper ideal of Q(G). If H is a subgroup of G, let X, = (SEX 1 S < H). 
Finally let S(H) be the poset of all non-trivial proper subgroups of H and 
let 9(G) = S(G) u (G). 
PROPOSITION 3.6. (a) Let A be an admissible G-complex such that 
G, 4 X for all simplices CT of A. Then 
&(A)+ 1 Ind&(& AW&‘~). 2 Nc(H)(w4 -X,)1 = 0. 
HE@(G)-X)/G 
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In particular, if G, # 1 for all 0, then 
(b) Let A be an admissible G-complex. Then 
He@(G)-X)/G 
In particular, the element of Q(G), 
at(A) + c Ind$,(,@v,(,,(A”). &v,,,,(S(~)h 
Ht S(C)/C 
is a free virtual G-set. 
Remark. A special case of this proposition appears already in LB021 
and actually the proof below does not differ from Bout’s proof. In fact 
similar ideas had been already used before (see [Brl, Theorem 21 and 
[Q, Proposition 4.1 I). 
ProoJ (a) Let P be the poset of simplices of A, so that the order com- 
plex of P is the barycentric subdivision of A and lG(P) = A,(A). 
Let f: P -+ $ G) - X defined by f(g) = G,. 
Since A is admissible, f is an order-reversing map and so Corollary 3.4 
applies to f: P + Q, where Q = (g(G) - X)‘. Then Q, H = S(H) - X, while 
~-‘(Q.H)=(~EPIG,~H}=P~, which is the barycentric subdivision of 
AH. Finally A,(Q) = 0 because Q has a unique minimal element, namely G 
(note that G$X). The special case follows when X = {l}. 
(b) Let A’ be the subcomplex of A whose simplices 0 are those for 
which G, $ X (it is indeed a subcomplex because A is admissible). The G-set 
A, of q-simplices of A differs from di by orbits with stabilizers in X, that is, 
A, - Ai E KJ(G, X). Therefore A,(A) = AG(A’) mod O(G, X) and the result 
follows by applying part (a) to the complex A’. 1 
We end this section with a result on rank-selected posets which is due to 
Stanley for ordinary representations [St]. Let P be a poset with a unique 
minimal element l?i and a unique maximal element ‘i and let P = H - (6, I}. 
Assume that P has a rank function r: P-t N with r(6) =0 and u(l) =n. 
Recall that it means that any maximal chain between 6 and x has length 
r(x). For any subset E of (l,..., n-l>, let P,= (xEPlr(x)EE}. Then PE 
(or rather its companion poset P, = P, u (6, ^I 1) is called a rank-selected 
subposet of P. Note that this construction includes the case E = 0, where 
Pe,=@. 
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Now assume that P is a G-poset. Obviously ranks are preserved by the 
action of G. Let MG(PE) be the G-set of all maximal chains in P,. All 
maximal chains in P, have length IE] - 1 (so that M,(P,) = (PE),E, _ 1 in 
our earlier notation). If E= 0, then M,(P,) is a point (the empty chain). 
PROPOSITIONS 3.7. (a) &(P,)=&CE( -l)lfl-lMG(PF). 
(b) M,(P,)=C,,E (-l)‘“‘-‘&(P,). 
Proof. (a) is just the definition of A,( PE) because any chain 
x1 < . . . < xk in P, is a maximal chain in P,, where F= {r(xl),..., r(xk) >. 
(b) follows by Mijbius inversion in the poset of all subsets of 
{l,..., n - 1) (using p(p, E) = ( -l)‘“-“I). 1 
To clarify the link between Proposition 3.7 and Stanley’s theorem, let 01~ 
be the character of the permutation representation (over C) afforded by the 
G-set M,(P,) and let A,=&(P,), the reduced Lefschetz character of P,. 
Then Stanley changes the sign of the Lefschetz character by defining 
BE= C-1) lEJ-’ iE. Then he proves that 
pE= c (-l)‘“-F’c(F and aE= 1 PF. 
FCE FcE 
These two formulae correspond to the two statements of Proposition 3.7. 
4. THE LATTICE OF ALL SUBGROUPS 
Let s(G) be the lattice of all subgroups of G and S(G) = S(G) - ( 1, Gj 
the proper part of S(G). The purpose of this section is to compute the 
reduced Lefschetz invariant of the poset S(G), on which G acts by con- 
jugation. 
First we analyze posets of fixed points. Though we shall only use results 
on Euler characteristics, we give for completeness a description of the 
homotopy type of the poset S(G)H (or rather its geometric realization 
IS(G)H For the reader’s convenience, we shall state at each step the 
corresponding result on reduced Euler characteristics, that is MGbius 
numbers. The main ingredient is Bj6rner-Walker’s theorem, which is a 
generalization of Crapo’s complementation formula. 
Let L be the proper part of a finite lattice L. If aE L, a complement of a 
in E is an element c E L such that a v c = 1 and a A c = 6. Denote by a’ the 
set of all complements of a in E. Recall that ai is an antichain if 
c, dEal and cd d implies c = d. 
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The wedge of pointed topological spaces is denoted by v , the suspen- 
sion by C, the nth suspension by Cc”‘, the join by * and - means 
homotopy equivalent. Finally ILJ denotes the geometric realization of the 
simplicial complex L. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let E be a finite lattice and L = t- (0, ‘I > the proper 
part of L. Let a EL. If a’ is an antichain, then: 
(a) (BjGrner-Walker [B-W]) JLI -Vc.,~C(IL,.J * IL,./). 
In particular ) LI is contractible if aI = a. 
(b) (Crap0 [Cr]) ~(L)=C,.,I~(L,~).~(L,,.). In particular 
p(L)=0 ifa’=@. 
Of course (b) can be obtained by computing reduced Euler charac- 
teristics on both sides of (a). Since the emphasis in this section will be on 
Miibius functions, we have chosen to write ,u(L) rather than j(L). Note 
that one does not need a’ to be an antichain for Crapo’s complementation 
formula (but the general formula is slightly more complicated). However, 
the hypothesis on ai is crucial for Bjdrner-Walker’s result. 
First we compute the homotopy type of the poset S(G)G of normal sub- 
groups. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. (a) If G is not a direct product of simple groups, then 
S( G)G is contractible and in particular p(S( G)G) = 0. 
(b) IfG= T, x ... x T,, where Ti=Six ... x Si is a direct product of 
isomorphic simple groups and Si Z& Si for i # j, then 
In particular ,a(S(G)G) = fl;= 1 P(S(T,)~). 
(c) Zf G=Sx . . . x S (n times), where S is a non-abelian simple 
group, then JS(G)G( N A’“-’ a sphere of dimension n - 2. In particular 
PC~(S(G)~ = ( -1)n. 
(d) Ij-G=Sx .+. x S (n times), where S= C,, is cyclic of prime order 
p, then 1 S(G) GI = 1 S(G) / N V;z, S” - 2 a bouquet of p(i) spheres of dimension 
n-2. In particular p(S(G)“)=p(S(G))=(-l)“p(;). 
ProoJ: (a) Let N be the intersection of all maximal normal subgroups 
of G. Then N = 1 if and only if G is a direct product of simple groups. If 
Nf 1, then N has no complement in the lattice S(G)G. By Proposition 4.1., 
S(G)G is contractible and ,u(S(G)~) = 0. Alternatively, S(G)G is contractible 
via X< XN3 N (see [Q]). 
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(b) Let C be a complement of T, in ,!?(G)G. Then C is isomorphic to 
TI x ... x T,el and the projection 7c onto T, defines a group 
homomorphism from C into T, which can only be trivial by definition of 
the Tls and the fact that C is normal. Therefore C is in the kernel of z and 
so C= T, x ... x T,_,. It follows that T,. has a unique complement in 
S(G)‘. Moreover the poset of normal subgroups lying above 
T,x I-* x T,-, is isomorphic to S(T,) “. By Proposition 4.1, we have 
The result follows by induction, using the associativity of o and the follow- 
ing fact: (C X * Y) N x(X * Y), which is a consequence of the associativity 
of * because C X = So * X, where So denotes the sphere of dimension 0. 
(c) If S is a non-abelian simple group, it is easy to prove that every 
normal subgroup of G = S x . . . x S is a direct product of some of the fac- 
tors. Therefore the lattice S(G)G is isomorphic to the lattice H(n) of subsets 
of a set with n elements. It is well known that the proper part P(n) of p(n) 
has the homotopy type of a sphere S”-’ and that p(P(n)) = ( -1)“. In fact 
P(n) is the boundary of a simplex of dimension n - 1. Alternatively, the 
result can be derived by induction from Proposition 4.1. 
(d) If G= C, x . . * x C,, then @G)G = S(G) is the lattice of non-zero 
proper subspaces of an n-dimensional vector space over F,. It is well 
known that its proper part has the homotopy type of a bouquet of p ($1 
spheres of dimension n - 2 and that p(S(G)) = ( -1)” p * . This can also be (9 
derived from Proposition 4.1 (see, e.g., [K-T2, Proposition 4.51 and 
[K-Tl, Proposition 2.41). 1 
Now we can turn to fixed points of S(G): 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let H be a non-trivial proper subgroup of G. Then: 
(a) HE S(G)H and the set H’ of complements of H in the lattice 
s(G)” is an antichain. Moreover for every NE HI, N is normal in 6. 
(b) Is(G - VNeHl C (IS(N * IS’(H)Hi). Moreover S(AQH?z 
S(G),, and so is independent of N. 
Cc) AS(GJH = CNt Hl PL(WV’)~ ,4S(fOH) = Card(HL). AK G). 
P(S(H)~), where p(H, G) is the Miibius jiinction of S(G) (i.e., ,u(H, G) = 
AS(G) > HI). 
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ProoJ: (a) Clearly HE S(G)H. If NE HI, the subgroup generated by N 
and H is NH because H normalizes N, and so G = NH normalizes N, that 
is, N is normal in G. Therefore N is a normal complement of H (in the 
sense of ordinary group theory). This implies that ) N) = /G: HI and so H’ 
is an antichain. 
(b) and (c) follow from Proposition 4.1, the obvious isomorphism 
(S(G)H)>N=S(G/N)HzS(H)H and the fact that S(N)H is isomorphic 
to S(G),, via XH XH (with inverse map Yi-, Y n N, see [K-T2, 
Lemma 4.61). 1 
It follows from Proposition 4.2 that S(H)H is very often contractible and 
therefore so is S(G)H: 
COROLLARY 4.4. (a) S(G)H is not contractible if and only if the follow- 
ing conditions hold: 
(i) H is a direct product of simple groups. 
(ii) H has a normal complement N in G. 
(iii) S(N)” = S(G), H is not contractible. 
(b) F(S(G)~ #O if and only if (i) hoZds, (ii) holds, and 
(iv) p(S(NjH) = AH, G) # 0. 
ProoJ Consider the two formulae in Proposition 4.3(b) and (c). 
Condition (i) is equivalent to the non-contractibility of S(H)H (by 
Proposition 4.2), which is also equivalent to the non-vanishing of P(S(H)~) 
(again by Proposition 4.2). Condition (ii) is equivalent to H’ #a, that is 
having a non-empty wedge or a non-empty sum in the respective formulae. 
Condition (iii) guarantees the non-contractibility of the remaining term in 
the topological formula. Condition (iv) guarantees the non-vanishing of the 
remaining term in the Mobius number formula. 1 
Before embarking on the computation of the Lefschetz invariant of S(G), 
we need two lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let N be a normal subgroup of G and S a subgroup such 
that Sn N= 1. Let N$s be the set of all complements of N containing S. 
Then 
AS, G) = CL r4S(WH) lu(s, HI. 
ff~N>s 
Proof. The complements of NS in the lattice S(G) as are easily seen to 
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be exactly the complements of N containing S, that is NI,,. In particular, 
they form an antichain. Now apply Proposition 4.1, 
The result follows since by proposition 4.3(b), p(H, G) = p(S(G) ,H) = 
/4SbVH). I 
LEMMA 4.6. Let H be a poset with a unique minimal element 0 and a 
unique maximal element i‘. Let Q be a subposet of P such that: 
(i) Q is an ideal in PO, that is, xfy and XE~ imply YE Q. 
(ii) p(Q)=O, where Q=Q--(I}. 
Then C,EF-gp(x,~)=O. 
Proof. Add a minimal element 6 to Q so that p(Q) = ~~(6, I). By the 
defining relation of the Mobius function of Q, we have 
using ,ug(x, f) =,u(x, 1) because Q- is an ideal in PO. Therefore the 
assumption implies that C,, L3 ~(x, 1) = 0. Since C,, p ~(x, 1) = 0 by the 
defining relation of ,u for P, the result follows. 1 
We shall not only be interested in A&S(G)) but also in its X-part 
;?ifc(S(G)) where X is the family of all soluble subgroups of G. This will be 
denoted by ;iF’(S(G)). It will turn out that the computation of &“(S(G)) 
is easier than that of J&S(G)). Since for some time both computations are 
identical, it is natural to unify the approach in the following way. Let J be 
a class of groups which is closed under taking subgroups and direct 
products. For later use, we define the X-radical J,(G) of G to be the inter- 
section of all maximal normal subgroups N of G such that G/N E X, Since X 
is closed under direct products, G/J,(G) E X and in fact G/J,(G) is the 
largest quotient of G which is both in X and a direct product of simple 
groups. If X is the class of soluble groups, then G/J,(G) is a product of 
elementary abelian groups, so J,(G) contains the commutator subgroup G’ 
and in fact d,(G)/G’ is the Frattini subgroup of G/G’. 
Now let X(G) = (S d G 1 SE X>. Clearly X(G) is closed under subcon- 
jugacy and therefore one can consider the idempotent eXcc, of a;S @62(G) as 
in Proposition 1.9. For simplicity, write e, =ezf6) and &?$S(G)) t 
ex. J&S(G)) for the X(G)-part of the reduced Lefschetz invariant. 
The crucial point in the following computation lies in the fact that in the 
formula for z$(S(G)) given by Corollary 1.11, the reduced Euler charac- 
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teristics i(S(G)T) are essentially Mobius functions of the lattice S(G), while 
the Mobius function ,u(S, T) comes in the formula anyway. It turns out 
that these Mobius functions coming from two different sources can be 
glued together thanks to Lemma 4.5. Now we can start with the com- 
putation. 
By Corollary 1.11, Az(S(G)) =CSEX(Gj,G IN,(S):S/ -I a,G/S, where 
a, = CHEX d(S(G)n) ,u(S, H). Now by Proposition 4.3, 
X”(W3H) = P(S(G)~) = c i4WW’) P(WO~) 
and every N is normal in G. 
Therefore as = CHt x ENa G, ,vs HI &WVH) ,4WOH) ,4X HI, Since 
p(S, H) = 0 if S & H, the first sum runs over subgroups HEX such that 
H>S. Now NEH’ implies H n N = 1 hence S n N= 1, and also 
G/N E HE X. Therefore we get 
as= c c PLY) P@‘, HI PWW)~) 
NdG,SnN=l,G/NtX HENI,H>S 
= 
c AX G) Pi) by Lemma 4.5. 
NaG,SnN=l,G/NeX 
Now ,u(S(H)~) = P(S(G/N)~‘~) = fi(N, G), where ji denotes the Mobius 
function of the lattice S(G)G of normal subgroups of G. By Proposition 4.2, 
P(S(G/N)~‘~) = 0 unless G/N is a direct product of simple groups, and 
since G/NE X, this implies N > J where J= J,(G) is the X-radical of G. 
Therefore, 
a, = AS, G) c P(N (-3. 
NaG,SnN=I,N>J 
LEMMA 4.7. Let s be the normal subgroup of G generated by S. Then 
a, = 0 unless S n J = 1 and SJ = G. In particular, if SJ is normal in G and 
a, # 0, then S is a complement of J. 
Proof: Since S n N = 1 implies S n J= 1, we already have a, = 0 if 
S n J# 1. In particular if J= G, then a, # 0 implies S = 1 and we are done. 
Assume J# G. If S = 1, then C, ~ G, Na / fi(N, G) = 0 by the defining 
relation of the Mobius function and so a, = 0. Now we have to show that 
a,=OifSnJ=l,SJ#GandS#l, thatisSJ>J.LetPbe thelatticeof 
normal subgroups between J and G. Let Q = (NE P) SJn N # J) and 
Q = Q - {G). Note that $JE Q but in general SJ$ Q because SJ need not 
be a normal subgroup of G. Note also that SJ n N # J implies SJn N # J. 
Now Q is an ideal in F” and in order to apply Lemma 4.6, we show that 
p(Q) = 0. In fact Q is contractible via N > SJn N 6 isJ (see [IQ]) or alter- 
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natively this follows because 3.J has no complement in the lattice (a) u @ 
(where 6 is a minimal element added to Q). By Lemma 4.6, we now have 
c fi(N, G) = 0. 
NaG,SJnN=J,N>J 
This proves that a, = 0 because SJn N = J is equivalent to S n N = I 
(thanks to S n J= 1 and N > J). 
If SJ is normal in G, then SJ= SJ, and the special case follows. 1 
Note that S n J = 1 and $J = G does not imply that S is a complement of 
J. In fact it may even happen that s= G. Let us call S a pseudo-complement 
of J if S n J= 1 and $J = G, and let J+ be the set of pseudo-complements 
of J. Clearly Jt is closed under conjugacy so that J+/G makes sense. We 
now summarize the above computation. 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Let X be a class of groups closed under taking sub- 
groups and direct products. Let J= J,(G) be the X-radical of G and let J+ be 
the set of pseudo-complements of J in G. Then 
&%W)) = 1 INdS): Sl -I PCS, G) c AN (3 G/S, 
SE JflC J<NaG,SnN=l i 
where $ denotes the Miibius function of the lattice of normal subgroups of 6. 
Before specializing to the class of soluble groups, we give some examples. 
EXAMPLE 4.9. Assume that G/J is a non-abelian simple group and H is 
a complement of J. Then every non-trivial subgroup S of H is a pseudo- 
complement of J, and since fl(J, G) = -1, we see that G/S appears in the 
expression of Ag(S( G)) with coefficient - 1 N&S) : SI -r p(S, G). This shows 
that, although Lemma 4.7 restricts considerably the subgroups for which 
G/S appears, there are still quite a lot of subgroups giving a contribution to 
Jg(S(G)). In contrast, we shall see below that the restriction given by 
Lemma 4.7 is much more drastic when X is the class of soluble groups. This 
explains why we could not stick to the case of the class of all groups. 
EXAMPLE 4.10. It is easy to give a complete result if X is the class of all 
groups in the case G = S,, the symmetric group. Then J= A,, every 
pseudo-complement of A, is a complement, that is an odd cyclic group C, 
of order 2. Since S(S,) , oZ = S(AJc2 (see Proposition 4.3), and since 
fitA,, S,) = AA,, S,) = -1, we get 
&(s(sJz)) = c - INsn(C,):Czl -I P.(S(A,)~~) S,/C,. 
Czc4jG 
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For IZ < 6, there is a unique conjugacy class of odd involutions so that there 
is only one term in the above sum. Note that since all coefficients are 
integers, we obtain as a corollary the divisibility property 
p(S(A,)C2) is a multiple of /N,n(C,):C,I. 
Now let X be the class of soluble groups and let @(S(G)) = Ag’(S(G)). 
As already mentioned, J= J,(G) contains the commutator subgroup G’ 
and G/J is the largest quotient of G which is a product of elementary 
abelian groups. Since every subgroup containing J is normal in G, we have 
SJ= SJ for every subgroup S and so every pseudo-complement of J is a 
complement of J. Now if SE Jl, the condition S n N = 1 for N >, J implies 
N = J. Therefore, 
c IV, G) = P(J, G) = AJ, G) 
J<NaG,SnN=l 
which is by the way easy to compute thanks to Proposition 4.2. 
So we have shown 
PROPOSITION 4.11. Let J/G’ be the Frattini subgroup of G/G’ and let JI 
be the set of complements of J in G. Then 
$$(S(G)) = c (N,(S):SI -' ,u(S, G) ,u(J, G) G/S. 
SEA/G 
By a theorem of Dress [D] (see also [Y]), the idempotent 
e, E Q @Q(G) (corresponding to the family X of soluble subgroups of G) 
belongs to a(G). Therefore A$“(S(G)) =e, ‘A&S(G)) belongs to Q(G) so 
that every coefficient ING(S): S( -’ p(S, G) u(J, G) in the above sum is an 
integer. Our next aim is to show that in fact (N,(S):SI-’ ,n(S, G) is an 
integer. 
PROPOSITION 4.12. Let J/G’ be the Frattini subgroup of GIG’, let S be a 
complement of J, let P=S(G).. and let P=S(G),s=P- (S, G) be the 
proper part of P. The group W= No(S acts on P by conjugation, so P is a 
W-poset. 
(a) For every non-trivial soluble subgroup H of W, the poset PH is 
contractible and in particular u(P”) = 0. 
(b) u(P) = u(S, G) is a multiple of IN,(S):S/. 
ProoJ: (a) Let K be the inverse image of H in N&S) and let 
K, = K n J. We have K, n S = 1 and K, S = K because S is a complement of 
J. But since K1 normalizes S and S normalizes K n J = K, , we have in fact 
a direct product K = K1 x S. Note also that K, g H. 
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Now let C E PcH and assume that CK = G. Since H hence K normalizes C, 
the subgroup generated by C and K is indeed CK. Now CK= G implies 
CuG. Let C,=CnJso that C,S=Cand CraG. Then C,K=C,SK= 
CK=G and GjC,zK/KnC,. But KnC,<KK, and since K=K1xS, we 
have G/C, z K,/Kn C1 x S. Now K, E H is soluble by assumption and so 
K,JKnC, has a non-trivial elementary abelian quotient unless 
K,/K n C, = 1. Since G/J2 S is the largest quotient of G which is a product 
of elementary abelian groups, we have K,/K n C, = 1 and C, = J. Therefore 
C = C, S= JS= G. This proves that for every CF PH, one has CK -c 6. 
Thus PH is contractible via C < CK2 K (see [Q]). Alternatively, this 
follows from Proposition 4.1 because K has no complement in the lattice 
PH. 
(b) Consider the reduced Lefschetz invariant d,(p) and its X-part 
2$(P), where X is the family of soluble subgroups of W. By the theorem of 
Dress mentioned before this proposition, J%(P) belongs to Q(W). Now 
2$‘(P) = c StE,W ,M(P”) e, by Proposition 1.2. But since p(P”) = 0 except if 
S= 1 (by part (a)) and since e, = I WJ -I W/l (by Corollary l.lO), we get 
2$(p) = p(P)1 W( -’ W/l E Q( W). Therefore p(P)1 WI -’ is an integer, that 
is y(P) is a multiple of I WI = JNG(S) : SI. 
Another way of proving (b) without using Dress theorem is to consider 
the image x&P) = r(?i,(P)) in the complex representation ring R,(W), 
where Y is the natural map r: 52(W) --+ R,(W). Since r(es) = 0 if S is not 
soluble (Lemma 1.6), one has a&P) = Y(J$(P)) = p(P)1 WI -’ p, where p is 
the regular representation. Since we know that 2 &P) is a character, this 
implies that p( P)J WI - I is an integer because it is the multiplicity of the 
trivial representation in X,(P). 1 
We still improve our computation of .@“(S(G)) by throwing away 
unnecessary complements of J. A complement S of J is called upper- 
infiltrated if for every chief series of G going through J 
1 =N,aN,a ... aNk=Ju. 
there exist complements Ci of Ni such that 
S=C,<C,-,< ... <C,<C,=G. 
The following easy group-theoretical fact was proved in [Thl, 
Proposition 2.11: S is an upper-infiltrated complement of J if and only if 
for every normal subgroup N of G contained in J, there exists a com- 
plement of N containing S. Now since a complement of N containing S is a 
complement of NS in S(G) a s (and conversely), we see that S is an upper- 
infiltrated complement of J if and only if NS has a complement in S(G) 3 s 
582a'46&10 
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for every normal subgroup N contained in J. Therefore by Proposition 4.1, 
p(S, G) = 0 if S is not upper-infiltrated. 
Now we come to our final results. Let (yi(G)Jiao be the lower central 
series of G and if y,(G) = yn+ ,(G), define y,(G) = y,(G). So G/y,(G) is the 
largest nilpotent quotient of G. We obviously have y,(G) d G’ d Jd G, 
where as before J/G’ is the Frattini subgroup of G/G’. In fact, since 
G/y,(G) is nilpotent, J/y,(G) is also the Frattini subgroup of G/y,(G). 
THEOREM 4.13. (a) J,(S(G)) = 0 unless y,(G) = G’=J. 
(b) Let J* be the set of upper-infiltrated complements of J in G. Then 
for every S E J*, 1 No(S) : St - ’ p(S, G) is an integer and 
;i:‘(S(G))= 1 )N,(S):SI -’ p(S, G) ,u(J, G) G/S. 
SE J*/G 
Proof (a) If y,(G) < J, then J/y,(G) has no complement in G/y,(G) 
because it is the Frattini subgroup of G/y,(G). It follows easily that J has 
no complement in G, and so by Proposition 4.1, S(G) is contractible. The 
same argument works for fixed points and so S(G)H is contractible for 
every subgroup H. Therefore A&S(G)) = 0. In fact S(G) is G-contractible 
on the point J. 
(b) follows from Proposition 4.11 and 4.12 and from the above 
discussion. 1 
COROLLARY 4.14. Let 0 be a complete discrete valuation ring with 
residue field k. Let A,(G) be the Green ring of DG-lattices and let R,(G) be 
the Grothendieck ring of kG-modules. Let E,(S(G)) E A,(G) be the reduced 
Lefschetz module of S(G) over 0 and let x,(S(G)) E R,(G) be the reduced 
Lefschetz character of S(G) over k. Then 
&S(G))= c IN,(S):SJ-’ p(S, G) ,u(J, G) Indzf! 
SE P/G 
x&S(G)) = c jN,(S):SJ-’ p(S, G) p(J, G) Ind,Gl. 
SEPIG 
Proof Let r: Q @Q(G) -+ Q @A,(G) be the natural map. Let X be the 
family of soluble subgroups of G and eX the corresponding idempotent of 
Q 0 Q(G). By Lemma 1.6, r(es) = 0 if S # X and so r( 1 -e,) = 0. Therefore 
r(ex) = 1 and 
r(Jgl(S(G))) = r(e* . &AS(G))) = &&AS(G))) = EG(S(G)). 
The result follows from theorem 4.13. 1 
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COROLLARY 4.15. Write 1 G : J] = p;’ . . . p:’ and ] JI =py’ . . . py. Then 
,u(l, G) = x(S(G)) is a multipEe ofpI Y’) +m’ . . . py +mr. 
ProoJ: Consider the cardinality of the virtual G-set ;i$(S(G)). By 
Theorem 4.13, 
1?(S(G)) = c W,(S):SI -’ AS, G) pcl(J, ‘3IG:SI. 
SE PIG 
Now /G: S/ = 1 JI because S is a complement of J, and p(J, G) = 
n;= 1( -l)i ~$7) by Proposition 4.2(b), (d). The result now follows because 
c SEJ*,G IN,(S):S -’ p(S, G) is an integer by Proposition 4.12. n 
Remark. The above corollary improves a result of Kratzer- 
Thevenaz [K-Tl]. Write IG:J( =p;l.-.pzk with ni>, 1 and 
nk+‘= ... = n, = 0. In other words pl,..., pk are the prime divisors of 
IG : J/, that is also the prime divisors of I G : G’(. Since ( ; ) > n - 1 for every 
n > 1, it follows from Corollary 4.15 that 2( S(G)) is a multiple of 
mltnl-l... 
Pl ,?+.,-I pry? . ..py=IG/+py’.*.p.l. This last result was 
obtained by a different method in [K-Tl, thtorlme 3.11. 
We end this section by a quick glance at the soluble case. If G is 
soluble, and if G’ = J, then by [Thl, Theorem 2.21, all upper infiltrated 
complements of J are conjugate. Therefore there is only one term in the 
formula of Theorem 4.13, 
i??,(S(G))=;i”,“‘(S(G))= \N,(S):Sl-‘p(S,G)p(J, G)G/S=mG/S, 
where S is an upper-infiltrated complement of G’= J. Note that by 
Theorem 4.13, there is no restriction in assuming that 6’ = J since 
otherwise J&S(G)) = 0. It follows that the reduced Lefschetz character 
X&S(G)) over some field k is a multiple of the transitive permutation 
representation Indg k. 
Now in fact 1 S(G)1 has the homotopy type of a bouquet of spheres of 
dimension n - 2, where n is the chief length of G (see [K-T21 or [Thl]). 
Therefore &(S(G)) is equal to (-1)” A,_,(S(G), k) and so it,_,(S(G), k) 
is a multiple of Indgk. Actually more is known [Thl 1: the action of G on 
S(G) permutes the spheres in the bouquet and the stabilizer of a sphere is 
S, an upper infiltrated complement of G’= J. So in particular 
rf, _ 2(S(G), R) is a multiple of Indg R for every ring R. 
Finally we mention that if G is not soluble, the upper-infiltrated com- 
plements of J need not be all conjugate, so there is in general more than 
one term in the expression of ?I”“,“‘(S(G)). For example, if G = S6, then 
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J= A6 has two conjugacy classes of upper-infiltrated complements, the 
class of C, = ((12)) and the class of C; = ((12)(34)(56)). It turns out that 
p(C,, G)=p(C;, G)=24= IN,(C,): CzJ = INo( C;l. 
So by Example 4.10, A,( S( G)) = A;‘( S( G)) = -G/C, - G/C;. In particular 
&S(G)) = p( 1, G) = -720 = - IGI. 
In fact the celebrated outer-automorphism of order 2 of S, permutes C, 
and C;. 
5. THE LATTICE OF SUBSETS OF A G-SET 
Let P(E) be the lattice of all subsets of a finite set E with IZ elements and 
let P(E) = P(E) - { 0, E} be the proper part of p(E). It is well known that 
the geometric realization /P(E)/ has the homotopy type of a sphere of 
dimension IZ - 2 (in fact it is clear that /P(E)/ is the boundary of a simplex 
of dimension n - 1). Alternatively this follows from Proposition 4.1. In par- 
ticular one has i(P(E)) = p(P(E)) = ( -1)“. Now if E is a G-set, then P(E) 
is a G-poset and the reduced Lefschetz invariant A&P(E)) is defined. We 
first analyze fixed points subposets. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let H be a subgroup of G and denote by E/H the set of 
orbits in E under H. Then P(E)” is isomorphic to P(E/H). In particular 
X”(f’(E)H) = ( -l)Card(EIH), 
ProoJ: A subset of E is invariant under H if and only if it is a union of 
H-orbits. 1 
By Proposition 1.2, it follows that all marks of J&P(E)) are equal to 
?l, that is ?I”,(P(E)) is a unit in the Burnside ring Q(G). If IGI is odd, then 
A&P(E)) is not particularly interesting because all marks are equal. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Zf G has odd order, then &(P(E)) = ( -l)Card(E). 
ProoJ: Write E= U;= 1 G/T,. By Mackey’s theorem, Res,G/Ti = 
U geH,c,TiH/gTin H and so the number of H-orbits in G/T, is 
Card(H\G/TJ. But since every double coset HgT, is an orbit under the 
group H x Ti and since H x Ti has odd order by assumption, Card( HgT,) is 
odd. Therefore Card (H\G/T,) is odd because [G[ is odd. It follows that the 
number of H-orbits in E is odd if and only if r is odd. Therefore 
ff(P(l?LY{; (-l)‘= ( -l)Card(E) for all H, and so J,(P(E))= 
C-1) . I 
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If /G/ is even, then the marks of ;1”,(P(E)) are in general not constant: 
take E = G/T with 2 dividing 1 G: TJ. Then z(P(E)) = ( - 1 )Card(E) = 1 while 
f(P(EjG) = -1 because there is one G-orbit. This fact has an interesting 
application to idempotents of Q 0 Q(G). 
Let N be a normal subgroup of G with even index. Let X be the family of 
all subgroups S of G such that SN has even index in G. If N = 1, then 3E is 
the family of subgroups of order dividing IG(/2. Clearly X is closed under 
subconjugacy. Let eX be the idempotent of Q @O(G) as in Proposition 1.9. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. 2e, EC?(G). 
Proof. Let E = G/N and consider the (non-reduced) Lefschetz invariant 
AJP(E)). Since the number of H-orbits in E is Card(N\G/N) = JG:HNI, 
Proposition 5.1 implies that 
x(f’(EY) = ; 
if HEX 
if H&X. 
Therefore A&P(E)) = 2e, and since A&P(E)) E Q(G), the result 
follows. 1 
COROLLARY 5.4. Let Z% = X- { 1). Then p(g) = X(g) is a multiple oj 
IGIP 
Prooj Write e, = CsE E,G a,G/S. Since 2e, E Q(G), every coefficient a, 
is a half-integer. Consider the coefficient a,. From the explicit expression 
given by Proposition 1.9, we get 
2a,= 21G\ -i c ~(1, T) is an integer. 
TEX 
Now add a new greatest element co to X so that $Z is the proper part of 
X u { n3 }. Then ,u(&) = ~(1, 00) and by the defining relation of the Mobius 
function, fi( 1, 00 ) = C TFE ,u(l, T) which has been seen to be a multiple of 
IGIL’. I 
Remark. Obviously the integer 2 plays a special role in the above proof, 
but in fact the result (in case N = 1) can be generalized to an arbitrary 
divisor of [G(. This is done in [Th2]. 
6. THE LATTICE OF SUBSPACES OF A REPRESENTATION 
This last section is a survey of what happens in the case of the lattice of 
subspaces of a representation. Let q be a power of a prime p, let K= FF, be 
the finite field with q elements and let V be a KG-module of dimension n. 
Let F( I’) be the lattice of all subspaces of V and 7’(V) = T( I’) - { 0, V) the 
proper part of T(V). Then T(V) is a G-poset and we consider the reduced 
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Lefschetz invariant ji,(T( V)). It is well known that 1 T( I’)[ has the 
homotopy type of a bouquet of spheres of dimension IZ - 2 (e.g., by 
Proposition 4.1), but as usual, we also have to consider fixed points: 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let H be a subgroup of G. The following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) f(T(V)?H)=O. 
(ii) T(V)” is contractible. 
(iii) Resg V is not a semi-simple KH-module. 
Proof (iii) * (ii) It is clear that WE F(V)” if and only if W is a 
KH-submodule of Resz V. Let J be the radical of Resz V, that is the inter- 
section of all maximal submodules. Then J # 0 by assumption and T(V)” is 
contractible via W < W + J> J (see [Q]). This follows also from 
Proposition 4.1 because J has no complement in T(V). 
(ii) * (i) is trivial. 
(i) => (iii) Assume Resg V is semi-simple and write Resz V= 
V, @ ... @ V,, where Vi is a homogeneous component. We have to show 
that ,u( T( V)“) = f( T( V)“) is non-zero. Since V, has a unique complement 
in T(V)“, namely V, 0 . . . @ V,- 1, it follows from Proposition 4.1 and 
induction that 
P(T( V)“) = fl PL(T( Vi)“). 
i=l 
So it suffices to show that ,u( T( Vi)“) # 0 for all i, that is we can assume 
Resg V homogeneous. Write Resg V= S@ . . . 0 S (m times), where S is a 
simple KH-module. Let D = End, S, which is a (skew-) field by Schur’s 
lemma (in fact a field because D is finite). Since the category of 
homogeneous semi-simple KH-modules of type S is Morita equivalent to 
the category of vector spaces over D (see [C-R, Sect. 3D]), the lattice 
F(V)” of KH-submodules of Resg V is isomorphic to the lattice T(E) of all 
subspaces of a D-vector space of dimension m. Explicitly E= Hom,&S, V) 
has an obvious structure of (right) D-module and the isomorphism 
T(V)“-+ T(E) is given by W++ Horn&S, W). Now it is well known 
(see Proposition 4.2d) that if Card(D) = d, then p(T(E)) = ( -1)” d(y). 
This follows also easily by induction from Proposition 4.1. Therefore 
,u( T( V)“) # 0 and the proof is complete. 1 
Remark. The above proof can easily be generalized to obtain the 
homotopy type of 1 T( I’)“/. By repeated applications of Proposition 4.1, 
one gets 
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and 1 T( Vi)H\ N bouquet of ,(y) spheres of dimension mi - 2 (with di and 
lyli defined as d and m in the above proof). 
COROLLARY 6.2. Let p be the characteristic of the ground field K. 
Assume V is a faithful KG-module. If H is a subgroup of G having a non- 
trivial normal p-subgroup, then T(V)H is contractible and in particular 
X”(T(V)a=O. 
Proof. By assumption P = O,(H) is non-trivial. If ReszV is semi-sim- 
ple, then so is Res$ V by Clifford theorem. But since the trivial module is 
the only simple KP-module, P acts trivially on V. This is impossible 
because V is faithful. Therefore ResC, V is not semi-simple and so T( V)n is 
contractible. 1 
Now let D be a complete discrete valuation ring with residue field k of 
characteristic p (where p is also the characteristic of the ground field K of 
the representation V). Let A,(G) be the Green ring of DG-lattice and 
r: O(G) + A,(G) the natural map. Since i(T( V)“) = 0 if H is cyclic mod p 
and O,(H) # 1, Webb’s theorem (Corollary 2.2) implies 
PROPOSITION 6.3. If V is a faithful KG-module, the reduced Lefschetz 
module L”o( T( V)) is a projective virtual DG-module. 
We end this section by a quick survey of the connection between 
Proposition 6.3 and the Steinberg module. Since 1 T(V)/ has the homotopy 
type of a bouquet of spheres of dimension n - 2 where n = dim(V), there is 
a unique non-zero reduced homology group Rn,,(T( V), Do). The group 
GL( V) acts on T(V) and i?, _ 2( T( V), 0) with the induced action of GL( V) 
is called the Steinberg module, written Stg,(,,, Since V is a faithful KG- 
module, G embeds in GL( V) and St: = Res, St&., is a projective XJG- 
module because St,?& V) is well known to be projective. Let R,(G) be the 
Grothendieck ring of kG-modules and YE A,(G) -+ R,(G) the natural map. 
By Proposition 1.5, 
In fact this equality also holds in the Green ring A,(G): 
PROPOSITION 6.4. E,( T( V)) = ( - 1)” St:. 
Proof. Two projective DG-modules P and Q are isomorphic if and only 
if the residue kG-modules k @ P and k @ Q are isomorphic [C-R, 18.21. 
Moreover, since the Cartan map is injective [C-R, Sect. 21C], two projec- 
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tive kG-modules are isomorphic if and only if their images in R,(G) are 
equal. Therefore the map 7~ is injective on (virtual) projective modules and 
the result follows. i 
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